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RETROFITS 

by Chris Killian 

The blades of a small wind turbine above the WARM Training Center on Michigan 

Avenue in Southwest Detroit whirl violently, seeming to struggle in the stiff breeze 

that's blowing from the northwest. 

Jacob Corvidae comes to the front door and opens it with a whoosh. The 1992 

Kalamazoo College graduate is wearing a vintage three-piece suit and a pair of 

slightly scuffed dress shoes. An earring hangs from the lobe of each ear, under a 

mop of rusty colored, curly hair. cropped close at the sides. Corvidae is 41. but the 

youthful exuberance he has for his work makes him seem half that age. His smile 

could have brightened the sunless sky over the Motor City on this mid-April 

afternoon. 

Corvidae sits at a long table in a conference room inside WARM , a non-profit 

launched in 1981 that promotes the development of sustainable, energy-efficient 

homes and communities through education, training and outreach programs. Small 

sections of flexible solar panels and samples of diverse types of insulation are 

tucked into display cases along the wall, next to a decommissioned wind turbine. 

But WAR M's real work-and Corvidae's as well-takes place outside the walls of 

the agency's humble headquarters. 

Corvidae, who oversees WARM's technical assistance division , has been involved 

in community development and collaboration in Detroit , his hometown, since 1997. 

He consults with cities and agencies that want to become more energy efficient, and 

he brings municipalities-some of which don't have a great track record of 

cooperation with each other-together to develop comprehensive strategies to 

boost their green energy portfolios and increase energy efficiency among their 

residents , especially among those who are poor. 

Recently, Corvidae. working with WARM's Better Buildings for Michigan program, 

got the cities of Detroit , Grand Rapids. and several other municipalities and school 

systems together to agree on a strategy to retrofit buildings and homes with 

measures to increase energy efficiency. Seeing the merits of the program. the U.S. 

Department of Energy helped launch it with a $30 million grant. 

··we need to get away from 'either/o r' thinking and embrace 'both' or 'and/or ' 

thinking when it comes to energy efficiency." Corvidae says. "We need cooperation. 

It's imperative." 

Green technolog ies are a hot-button issue these days, mostly due to the politically 

polarizing issue of climate change. Though a firm believer in the evidence for 

climate change, Corvidae wastes no energy bickering over whether humans are 

causing the earth to warm at a dangerous rate. Wind turbines and solar panels are 

wonderful technologies that are continually improving , he says, and retrofitting 

homes to make them more energy efficient is where those seeking to create more 

sustainable communities get the most bang for the buck. A prime example of his 

"both/and" approach. 

And it's a social justice issue as well. 

The average American household spends about 4 percent of its annual income on utilities, Corvidae says. 

Low-income households, howeve r, can spend up to 25 percent of their yearly income on energy costs. 

Helping poor families become more energy efficient isn't just good from an environmental sustainability 

standpoint. it helps keep people in their homes. 

"I don't try to convince someone who is skeptical about climate change that it's happening ," Corvidae says. 

"There are things that we can all agree on. Energy efficiency makes sense to everyone. It saves money. it 

conserves our shared resources. It just makes sense. Every year the state of Michigan sends $25 billion out 

of state for energy costs. If we could keep just a fraction of that money here, it would be an ongoing stimulus 

program. Think about that'" 

Corvidae has been making connections between people and policies since his days at K. a place, he says, 

that encourages students to connect the seemingly unconnected. The anthropology and sociology major 

remembers an epiphany one term when the content of advanced math, painting. and Marxism overlapped in a 

way that deepened his insights into all. That, he says, was an unplanned collaborative learning experience 

that he's never forgot. 

''It blew my mind ," he adds. "That was the thing about K, you never knew what to expect, but it was always 

interesting. I learned things beyond what was being taught in class. I don't know if it was intentional, but it 

happened. 

"Learning how to learn is sometimes more important than what you learn." 

Detroit, the Phoenix 

Be it high unemployment, massive amounts of blight , or a debt-riddled city government, it's not news that 

Motown has been sailing into stiff headwinds for decades, and national media outlets and squawking pundits 

have been picking and prodding the city ever since. If there was ever a protective cover over the city, it was 

"People live 

here because 

they love 

something." 

torn off a long time ago. leaving the city bare and exposed. But in spite of its 

challenges, Detroit has nothing to be ashamed about. says Jacob Corvidae '92. 

The city is real, in your face. a wide-open field fertilized with sincerity and ready 

to grow any great idea. 

··some people have asked me why I don't do my work in Portland or Seattle, 

places where progress may be more likely," Corivdae says. "But I tell them, yes, 

it's hard to do this work in Detroit. But because of the challenges we see here. 

the solutions we come up with will be able to be used anywhere. And that is one way that Detroit can change 

the world." 

Corvidae hops in his red 2001 Volkswagen Golf, powered by biodiesel (he's making the switch to used 

vegetable oil soon) and negotiates through Detroit's twisting network of streets and highways before pulling 

into a warehouse where WARM is partnering with Focus: HOPE, a Detroit nonprofit organization, on a 

program where lumber rescued from demolished homes is restored. The sound of mechanical sanders fills 

the air with buzzing and clouds of golden sawdust billow around Focus: HOPE workers. their faces obscured 

with masks to filter the air. 

The program creates jobs and saves the still-useful lumber-some of it more than 100 years old-from being 

thrown away. It's an example, Corvidae says, of co llaboration and how creating energy efficient, sustainable 

communities is much more than simply swapping out traditional light bulbs for compact fluorescent ones. 

Here , the unemployed get work, blight is reduced, and rare lumber from old growth forests is reclaimed, 

saving natural resources. 

"People used to say that you lived in Detroit because you were born here or you were crazy," he says. "Now, 

we say people live here because they love something. It might be the largest community of people in the 

country who want to be somewhere. I do. I want to be here." 

Photo 1 -Jacob Corvidae '92, caulk gun in hand , stands on an old railway track on Detroit 's southwest side. 

WARM, the nonprofit for which he works, seeks to increase energy efficiency at homes in the city. 

Photo 2- Corvidae works with Focus: HOPE workers who are de-nailing 1 00-year-old lumber recovered from 

demolished homes in the city of Detroit. 

Photo 3- Corvidae stands in front of stacks of refurbished lumber recovered from demolished homes and 

saved from the landfill. 
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School. 

LOOK-SEE LINK 

"Look at this! " 

Three beautiful words , especially in the context of VlSIT THE ZOO , Kalamazoo 

College's Office of Mmission program that gathers admitted (but undecided) 

students together during three special campus visits in April. 

For Heather Haines , Class of 2003, the second AT THE ZOO last month was an 

opportunity to say and show "Look at this'" to Nakeya Boyles , potentially a 

member of the Class of 2016, depending on her decision. (She's also been 

accepted at Colorado College, Spelman College, and the University of Southern 

California, among others. ) 

Heather and Nakeya have much in common. Nakeya grew up in Chicago, near the 

southern shores of Lake Michigan; Heather was born and reared in Traverse City. 

on the south shore of Lake Michigan's Grand Traverse Bay. Both come from 

working class families and are first generation college students-Heather the first of 

her siblings to attend, Nakeya the third. 

And both share a high school. Nakeya is a senior at Perspectives Leadership 

.t>cademy (PLA), a charter high school (450 students in grades nine through twelve) 

located in Chicago's south side , and Heather is PL!I:s principal. 

Heather's journey helped inspire Nakeya·s decision to apply to K, and then visit. In 

turn. Heather's journey was deeply influenced by service-learning, beginning with a 

first-yea r work study as a tutor and classroom aide at Woodward Elementary 

For her sophomore fall term, Heather participated in the Philadelphia Center, which included an internship 

and case management work at Congreso de Latino Unidos. Her work in Philadelphia stirred Heather's desire 

to learn more about the Spanish language and big city li ving. 

She did her study abroad in Ecuador and focused her Intercultural Research Project teaching pre-school 

children of impoverished families who relied on scavenging dumps to eke out a living. As a result of this 

experience , Heather added education to her growing list of subjects (like Spanish and urban living) that 

warranted additional exploration. 

By now she'd determined her major would be anthropology and sociology. with a concentration in public 

policy and urban affairs. Her thirst to work in schools she helped satisfy through programs at the Mary Jane 

Underwood Stryker Institute for Service-Learning . She became one of the Center's first Civic Engagement 

Scholars which provided her broad leadership responsibility in the Amigos Program. That program paired 

high school students from immigrant families with college mentors. 

''I was struck by how easily those students were ignored in their high school setting ," said Heather, "and I was 

amazed how the service-learning institute empowered us to look at a social issue and then do something 

about it." These insights and the opportunity as aCES to organize and train some 30 college mentors had a 

profound effect on Heather's life after K. 

She was accepted into Teach for America (TFA). She completed her TFA practice teaching in Los Angeles 

and then returned to Philadelphia for her two-year assignment. She taught middle school English at a public 

school in the city's Olney area. 

''It was one of the most challenging experiences in my life," Heather said. ''In too many teachers I saw the 

desire to do good get strangled by an inexorably rising tide of negativity. Md I learned that preserving and 

nurturing that desire required great work in the classroom combined with great administrative leadership." 

"Service

learning 

empowered us 

to look at a 

social issue 

and then do 

som eth in g." 

After her TFAexperience in Philadelphia. and consistent with her love of big 

cities, Heather moved to Chicago and taught at a Knowledge is Power Program 

(KIPP) charter school that went out of business but nonetheless provided 

Heather more experience and lessons in the critical symbiosis between 

classroom teaching and effective school administration. 

She took a teaching position in middle school English at Perspectives Middle 

.t>cademy, part of the Perspectives Charter Schools of which PLAis a part. Soon 

she was serving in the position of Instructional Leader. training other teachers. 

and during two consecutive summers working on a M.S. degree in School 

Building Leadership at Columbia University. Residence in New York City 

constituted her fifth (including Quito, Ecuador) living experience in a large urban 

area. Her favorite of the five? ''Chicago ," she says. Perhaps it's the proximity of a 

Great Lake. 

Heather has been school principal at PLA for two years and. like Nakeya, has a deep affection for the school. 

Student and principal share similar study abroad experiences (Nakeya traveled to Costa Rica for six weeks 

last summer) in that each featured a strong service-learning component. 

And, who knows, perhaps they'll soon have an undergraduate alma mater in common. Regardless of how that 

decision turns out, they did share a wonderful April visit based on an exciting: ''Look at this!'' 

Photo- Perspectives Leadership Academy (PLA) senior Nakeya Boyes (left) and PLAPrincipal Heather 

Haines '03 journeyed to the K campus together for a VISIT THE ZOO admission look-see (Nakeya is 

considering K as one of her college options) and for Heather's participation in the Center for Career and 

Professional Development 's Professional Development Institute . (Photo by John Lacko) 
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HORNETS HELP 

by Joan Hawxhurst 

In times of scarce employment opportunities, it matters more than ever whom you 

know. And who will go to bat for you. As senior Daniel Pohanka can attest, having 

the Kalamazoo College community support your job search can literally mean you 

get the job. His support team included a K professor, a Center for Career and 

Professional Development (CCPD) career counselor. and an alumni professional 

"on the inside. " The outcome: Daniel's dream job with Compuware (Detroit) w ill 

begin soon after Commencement. 

The success story began with Professor of Mathematics John Fink, who saw a 

Compuware job opportunity circulated by the CCPD and suggested the department 

reach out to his former student and current Compuware employee, Jerrod Howlett 

'09. At K Jerrod had been a computer science major (with minors in mathematics and business), and he had 

parlayed a summer 2008 internship at Compuware into a full-time position after graduation. 

When Jerrod heard from Professor Fink that Compuware was working with career centers and the Michigan 

Colleges Foundation to recruit liberal arts grads throughout the state , he immediately offered CCPD his help: 

''There are some great opportunities for smart and talented individuals at Compuware," he said. "Life-long 

learners who are patient, persistent, and sharp will be very successful here." 

Jerrod posted a description of his path from K to Compuware on the Kalamazoo College Guilds Linked In Web 

site. 

When the CC PD forwarded resumes of interested students to a recruiter contact at Compuware, Jerrod was 

provided a copy of the e-mail. When he saw the K student resumes, he wrote, ''This is an incredible start to 

hopefully a great K pipeline to Compuware! " 

Jerrod made a point of reaching out to his recruiting colleague, highlighting the excellent K candidates, and 

virtually introduced her to CCPD staff. 

Around the time of Jerrod's Linked In post. senior Daniel Pohanka was engaged in a search for a U.S. job, 

which was complicated by his German citizenship. He sa id ," Job hunting as a senior can be stressful , and 

even more so for me because immigration sets a very specific time limit for the search. I would have only a 

few months after graduation to find a job, so I started job hunting early on with internships that would set me 

up for success. Unfortunatel y, I often ran into the barrier of companies informing me that they do not sponsor 

visas, especiall y for entry-level positions. " 

Daniel worked with the CIP's Angela Gross for visa advising. and he had several appointments with CCPD 

career counselor Amy Auer to focus his search for an entry-level IT leadership development position which 

would include a sponsorship. With Amy's guidance, he polished his resume and his interviewing skills, and 

he submitted his materials for a number of openings, including the one at Compuware. Amy appreciated the 

opportunity to work with Daniel over the course of several months: " It's really fun when we get to support 

students repeatedly as they advance through their job search. From narrowing the search to perfecting a 

resume. from practicing an interview to negotiating a starting salary, we get great satisfaction from helping 

students build their skills and networks. " 

With careful cultivation the K connection to Compuware began to pay off. Daniel was invited to Compuware to 

interview, and Jerrod connected with him on Linked ln. talked with him by phone before the interview. and 

blocked off time to meet with him on the day of the interview. In fact, it was Jerrod who first contacted the 

CCPD to announce that Daniel had received a job offer! 

From Daniel 's perspective , having an alumni ally at Compuware was an enormous advantage. "Only two 

days after I turned in my resume , I received an e-mail from Jerrod. He told me he'd like to add me to his 

"Almost 

everything 

about my 

experience is 

replicable." 

professional network on Linked In and that he had a feeling I would be an 

exce llent resource at Compuware. From that point on we connected frequently to 

discuss the application process and interviews. Jerrod forwarded my resume to 

HR and to a manager who also forwarded it to HR. 

''An alum as a resource makes a huge difference," Daniel added. '' Having my 

resume sent to HR by a current employee made it stand out. Jerrod gave me a 

scouting report on the interviewing process and provided me information about 

the company. Often his simple words of advice were invaluable , like try to relax 

and be confident about my capabilities. 

''When I went to Detroit to interview, I met with Jerrod to talk more about his experience at Compuware, and 

that did give me confidence in the company that I hoped I would be working for.·· 

Jerrod values the role he can play in the success of current K students: " Sharing with the Guilds my thoughts 

on my career path to Compuware was a way to give back," he said. " I remember how nerve-racking it was to 

find internships in my junior year. and how difficult it was to find job opportunities once senior year hit. 

Thankfully. I was fortunate to be given an opportunity to intern at Compuware , which later turned into a 

full-time position. Because of that experience, I want to help others that find themselves in positions similar to 

mine when I was in college. " 

Daniel is quick to recommend the CCPD to his peers. ''Do not hesitate the use the resources available 

through the CC PD. Without its help I would have never heard about the position at Compuware to begin with. 

Nor would I have connected with Jerrod or Amy. 

" I think almost everything about my experience is replicable. " Daniel added. "There are several other 

companies out there looking for future employees. Many of these companies employ Kalamazoo College 

alumni. All it takes sometimes is reaching out and making a connection." 

Photo- CCPD Career Counselor Amy Auer reviews Daniel Pohanka's application materials. 
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LATE NIGHTS BREAK-IN 

by Kaye Bennett 

If you think it's hard to break into the music world , just try doing it solely between the 

hours of 10 PM and 1 AM, after the rest of the family has gone to bed, and after a 

long day toiling in the corporate world. But it can be done and done well , judging by 

Tim Streeter '94. And Streeter credits his Kalamazoo College education for 

preparing him well , for both his night job as a music producer, and his day job as 

chief operating officer for recruitment at Accenture, a global consulting technology 

firm with 250,000 employees. 

For the past two years, Streeter and his brother Thom, calling themselves T Street 

Players, have been releasing studio albums. with music they describe as "pop, rock 

and sou l. with a little bit of uhhh." But Tim Streeter's story starts much earlier than 

that. 

A native of Kalamazoo, Streeter graduated from Loy Norrix High School and the 

Kalamazoo Area Math and Science Center in 1990. He decided to come to K, he 

says, because he loved to play soccer and because of the foreign study 

opportunity. An ever bigger draw was the Heyl scholarship he'd been awarded. 

M. K. Streeter majored in economics and minored in math. He played soccer. and his study abroad program 

was in Spain. Right after graduation, he went to work for kcenture, in its Detroit office . 

His K education, Streeter says, has proved to be "hugely helpful, though not necessarily in the ways 

expected." He believes that the compressed 1 0-week course schedule at Kalamazoo instilled in him the 

ability to learn things quickly. And his three months in Madrid gave him the ability to adapt to change and 

helped him develop the self-confidence and survival skills that have been a big asset through his years with 

Accenture. The company has offices in 48 countries, and Streeter's jobs have taken him to more than 30 of 

them so far. As COO of recruitment. Streeter manages a $200 million budget and oversees the 2.000 

recruiters who hire about 70,000 people a year. He's been doing this job for the past three years. 

But Streeter has always had a passion for music. Unlike his brother (Thom has played piano nearly all his 

life , says Streeter, has played with bands and writes songs for his own enjoyment) , Tim Streeter never played 

an instrument as a child. What attracts him to the music industry is producing , arranging , and writing songs. 

Some two and a half years ago , Streeter came across a music production software that provided basic 1-. 2- , 

and 4-bar loops and a simple interface for "building" songs. The software provided the key for Streeter to 

unleash his love of music. "You can put together cool stuff that way," he says, "but it's hard to build a full 

song .'' That's where Brother Thorn comes in. ''I go to my brother to add solos and make existing 

arrangements better," says Streeter. 

And the music they make? " ~·s not one niche or genre," says Streeter. " It can be mellow or aggressive. pop 

or rock." Among his music interests, Streeter credits the diversity at Norrix High School for giving him a taste 

for rap and R&B. Then , at K, he came to appreciate the alternative rock, folk, and acoustic worlds. 

The brothers' music to date has all been created in studios. Right now, Streeter says, they have neither the 

interest nor the time to play live gigs. Doing that would require them to include other performers to play the 

parts that, via the magic of the recording studio, the two of them now handle alone. Especially, says Streeter, 

to perform live they would need backup singers for all the layered voca ls. While neither brother claims to sing 

particularly well. Streeter says that "with enough filters , layers and takes, I can sing well enough not to be 

distracting." Then he laughs: "And my brother is probably a worse singer than I am." 

Tim Streeter lives in Ann Arbor with his wife Jennifer Girvin Streeter '94, and their 10- and 7-year-old sons. 

Thorn, three years older than Tim, lives in St. Johns, Michigan, where he teaches physics at St. Johns High 

School. 

Streeter describes the way T Street Players works. By purchasing usage rights to a production library, the 

brothers can use its sound samples of instruments they don't play to complement the ones they do and 

ultimately create their own songs. ''It's similar to how a chef gathers the best 

"I can sing 

well enough 

not to be 

distracting." 

ingredients and cooks them in their own special way," says Streeter. 

Marketing the finished product calls on Streeter's business experience. By using 

the services of a group called TAXI. an independent artist and repertoire 

company. the brothers are able to tap into the skills of music professionals. 

TAXI's experts, former executives at major labels, critique the lyrics, voca ls, 

engineering, musicianship, and marketability of submitted songs, says Streeter. 

Then TAXI promotes the group by forwarding selected songs to music supervisors for music labels. film. 

television. and gaming. Streeter says. " Music supervisors solicit material from TAXI because the quality is 

high and TAXI screeners are good about only forwarding the best." 

Thus far the Streeters have had some success in getting their music played on internet and FM radio 

stations. Like any good entrepreneur. Streeter has set specific goals for the business: 

Year 1 (2010): Goal: Get one track forwarded to an outlet. Outcome: Met. (They got two tracks 

forwarded. ) 

Year 2 (2011 ): Goal : Get multiple tracks forwarded . Outcome: Met. (They got six forwarded .) 

Year 3 (2012): Goal: Get a placement deal. Outcome: In April T Street Pl ayers had its first placement! 

··one of our songs was used on Episode Three of the TV series ··southern Nights" on the CMT Network," 

says Streeter. ··~aired April 21. " 

Streeter says he's thoroughly enjoying making music with his brother. While he says he's unlikely to quit his 

day job and become a full-time musician, he vows to keep at it "as long as it's fun and we're progressing." 

Learn more about T Street PI avers and sample their music. 

Photo- Tim Streeter (right) and his brother Thom. 
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HOME STUDY 

by Kaye Bennett 

The January 2010 earthquake in Haiti, says Kalamazoo College Associate 

Professor of Anthropology Espelencia Baptiste , caused many people to examine 

the role of money in the impoverished Caribbean nation. Baptiste, a cultural 

anthropologist who is Haitian by birth , is part of a research team from the University 

of California-Irvine's Institute for Money, Technology and Financial Inclusion 

(IMTFI). The Institute team was already studying the social uses of mobile phones 

in developing nations, including Haiti , when the earthquake hit. Their project took 

on a new urgency because most of the country's physical banks were destroyed. 

Post-quake recovery offered the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation a unique 

opportunity assist Haitians in addressing both the country's short-term emergency 

needs and its long-term development needs. In June 2010, the Gates Foundation 

made a $1 0 million grant to the United States Agency for International Development 

to create a challenge for mobile network operators: Which company would be the 

first to come up with a plan for Haiti, recruiting 100 agents and performing 100 

mobile financial transactions per agent? The time frame was short: It had to be up 

and running in just six months. 

As mobile network operators were preparing their bids, IMTFI wanted to learn more 

about Haitian culture and attitudes toward money. When Baptiste learned that 

IMTFI was looking for a researcher to study Haitian monetary ecologies, she 

applied. 

Mobile banking , says Baptiste , is a way of using mobile phone technology to store 

and transfer money. For example: a Haitian woman who sells pineapples in the Iron 

Market in Port-au-Prince goes to an approved representative of the mobile banking 

operator (T-Cash or Tchotcho Mobile) and opens an account. She receives a 

password. She then gives cash from selling her pineapples to the agent, and it is 

deposited into her mobile account. That money is then accessible only via the 

woman's phone. To give money to a relative, she enters the relative's phone 

number on her phone. They receive a message that they have received a deposit; 

then they visit their agent's facility and withdraw cash. 

In addition to the obvious benefits of providing safer and faster transactions, 

Baptiste points out that mobile banking can help people learn to save. The 

temptation of a pocketful of cash is removed. "Mobile banking lets you hide money 

from yourself." she says. 

Jamaica-based Digice l Group won the grant; its plan democratized the mobile 

phone industry in Haiti by lowering the cost of phones and the cost of ca lls. 

kcording to Baptiste , "Everyone in Haiti now has a phone." At the same time, the 

phenomenon of mobile banking , with its lower minimum deposit and its accessible 

agents has made it easier for Haitian people to bank. 

Baptiste's initial involvement in the project began in the summer of 2010, when she 

set about to learn how Haitians use money. She learned: 

There was always a big fear of being robbed. People tucked their cash into their underwear or their shoes to 

be safer. 

Sending money to someone often involved giving it to a bus driver to pass along to someone in another 

village. 

Making a deposit in a physical bank took an average of three and a half hours- three minutes for the 

transaction and the rest: waiting in line. 

She's discovered that there are some unique challenges in doing research in her home country, especially in 

a country as social and tightl y knit as Haiti. ''I'm known through my parents and grandparents," she says. ''I 

spend a lot of time sitting , talking with people until they forget who I am or that I am even there. " 

Baptiste says that one of her long-term goals is to engage people in real conversations about what she 

describes as "the other face of Haiti ," so unlike the Haiti Americans think they understand from media 

coverage of the country's ills. That goal has been growing in her for many years. 

When she was 16, Baptiste moved to New York City, where her father and many other family members were 

living. It was less than a month after ''Baby Doc" Duva lier had fled the country, and newspapers were filled 

with stories of atrocities and unrest. "While some of the unrest and atrocities did take place. the idea people 

had of Haiti was that all Haitians were violent and blood thirsty." says Baptiste, "but that was not true from 

where I had been sitting." 

Baptiste enrolled in Martin Luther King High School in Manhattan, where she learned English. After 

graduating in 1989, she earned her bachelor 's degree from Colgate University, then went to the Johns 

Hopkins University for master 's and doctoral degrees. She chose to study sociology and anthropology and 

French literature, she says, because she pictured herself doing development work in education and language 

policy. 

Instead , she came straight to Kalamazoo College from Johns Hopkins. Here. she found the people friendly 

and the weather co ld , but she was happy to be back in smaller city. " I'm a small city person," she says. 

"Kalamazoo fits my personality most of the time. " 

Though not all of the time. Like so many members of the Haitian diaspora , Baptiste finds herself drawn back 

"We cannot 

start from a 

place of 

superiority." 

to the island. ''My head is in Haiti ," she says. Haitians across the globe 

continually send money home to support family and friends and sometimes 

provide upkeep on family properties. Haitians fill planes headed for Port-au

Prince. "When you read about Haiti ," says Baptiste. "you might think it's a hell 

hole. Yet Haitians go back all the time. Land value continues to go up in Haiti 

because Haitians living abroad want to buy it all. They want to build retirement 

homes for the day they will return to the home island. 

··Haitians are stubborn in their Haitian-ness," Baptiste adds. Though she doesn't know why this is true, she 

notices it within herself. " I get there. and I'm a completely different person. " She finds herself both calmer and 

more energized when she visits home. People interact more there. she says. "As soon as you get to the 

airport. Haiti-the heat, the noise , the smell-is in your face." An introvert in the U.S .. Baptiste says she's not 

given that opportunity in Haiti. There's an expectation of interaction. She reports someone complaining about 

her behavior there: "I didn't say hello often enough. I had to relearn the Haitian codes." 

Baptiste feel s that a foundation in cultural anthropology is important to K students if they wa nt to become the 

enlightened leaders the College's mission obligates it to develop. ''The place to start," she says, " is to 

understand that what I believe is not the truth or the answer. Whatever we hold dear, someone else holds 

something else equally dear. We cannot start from a place of superiority; we must not belittle anyone's ideas 

or beliefs." 

h a board member of International Child Care (ICC), a health development organization that has been 

operating in Haiti since 1967 and in the Dominican Republic since 1988, Baptiste has been involved in the 

creation of a new public health internship in Haiti on behalf of the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership. 

During the six-week program, students will rotate through the different services offered by ICC's Grace 

Children's Hospital in Port-au-Prince , including its HIV-AIDS clinic and its field community health efforts. For 

more information on this internship , contact Hussain Turk at the Arcus Center for Social Justice. Call 

269-337-7033. 

Photo 1 - Dr. Esplencia Baptiste in class on campus. 

Photo 2 - Dr. Baptiste in Haiti. 
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A FAB FIVE'S ONE 

Kalamazoo College's" Fab Five" is not a sports team (though 

one of the five is a three-time All Conference basketball player, 

another holds Hornet single-season and career records for 

stolen bases, and three play ultimate Frisbee) . More importantl y, 

this group of senior economics and business majors share 

something that makes K unforgettable for them: an extraordinary 

relationship with a professor-a.k.a. mentor. inspired 

cheerleader. advisor. and. ultimately, friend. 

Scott Beal , David Kamerman , Cameron Lang, Patrick Miller, 

and Joe Prepolec met Professor of Economics and Business 

Ahmed Hussen when they were first-year students . For the 

ensuing four years, Hussen has served as an advisor to each , 

both official and unofficial, academic and otherwise. The five 

have taken courses he has taught. and he became the Senior 

Individualized Project (SIP) advisor for four of the five. 

Over those years something specia l developed in the relationship between these students and this professor. 

Such relationships are one of the great (often enduring) va lues of a K education. 

Miller traces the relationship's roots to Hussen's accessibility and friendliness and his interest in students' 

academic and personal lives. "We speak regularly, and we have lunch or coffee now and then. " he says. 

Both Miller and Prepolec admire Hussen's relentless effort to reach all students. "I saw this both as a student 

and a teaching assistant ," says Prepolec. "Professor Hussen invests himself emotionally. When a class did 

poorly on an exam you cou ldn't miss his melancholy expression. He would bring me into his offi ce and ask 

what he cou ld have done better and how he could better connect with certa in students. He would go down 

the list of anyone who underperformed and go over ways to improve on a case-by-case basis. 

" He wasn't the first professor to push me to expect more from myself as a student," adds Prepolec. "but he 

was so genuinely upset when I didn't give my best that it made me care as well. " 

Lang agrees. "More so than any other teacher, Dr. Hussen establishes a relationship of strong mutual 

respect," he says. "And I want to be accountable to that level of respect. " He adds that on those occasions 

when students don't meet mutually-set high expectations, Dr. Hussen ··works with us to resolve whatever is 

holding us back from attaining the level of excellence he knows we can ." 

And that spirit goes beyond a student's classroom performance. Lang and Kamerman laud their mentor's 

patience and wisdom regarding their co-curricular activities and life in general. "Dr. Hussen takes the time to 

care about more than academics," Kamerman says. and that interest encourages the breadth evident in the 

"Fab Five's" curricula vitae (see below) . Their mentor's broad interest comes full circle and contributes to the 

Five's outstanding average grade point average-3.6. ''This group of young scholars is very strong 

academica lly" says Hussen. 

Hussen's passion for economics inspires such achievement, according to every one of the five. "I can 

remember a specific time when my interest in economics- which I'd already declared as my major- was 

faltering." says Seal. "Dr. Hussen's course on environmental economics, along with his positive attitude, put 

me back on track. He is always so excited about economics and mathematical relationships. and he effuses 

thi s enthusiasm in class and in conversations ." 

Indeed , the quality of the relati onships K students and teachers forge with one another is among the most 

va luable components of a K education. Such relationships are part of the College's ··more in four." And such 

relationships can be "more in a lifetime." Concludes Prepolec: "Professor Hussen cares tremendously about 

his students. a characteri stic that will undoubtedly keep us close for many years to come." 

Photo - Fellow learners and fri ends (1-r): Patrick Mi ller. David Kamerman. Scott Seal, Ahmed Hussen, Joe 

Prepolec, and Cameron Lang. (photo by John Lacko) 

CVs 

Scott Beal 

SIP- Municipal Solid Waste Recycling. "I highlighted the inadequacies of status quo valuation Methods. 

specifically cost-benefit analysis and the use of discount rates. in the environmental Project decision-making 

process. 

Favorite Class - Environmental Economics. 

Co-curricular Activities- Ultimate Frisbee; President of the Economics and Business Club; Member of the 

Business Guild and the Sustainability Gui ld; Member of the Investment Club; Sustainability Intern . 

Plan After K- Graduate school eventually (perhaps law or business); secure a job immediately." I have been 

applying and interviewing for the past few months. I haven't found anything that suits me quite yet." 

David Kamerman 

SIP - Customer Centricity: The Competitive Advantage. "I studied how customer-focused firms gain insights 

from customer experience of a product or service and apply those insights to create a competitive 

advantage." 

"I want to be 

accountable to 

that level of 

respect." 

Cameron Lang 

Favorite Learning Experience - ··My internship at Perpetual Motion Fitness 

Corporation with K alum Jeff Marinucci made me certain that an economics 

major was right for me." 

Co-curricular Activities - Varsity baseball ; Intramural basketball ; Vice president 

of the Investment Club: Member of the Economics and Business Club , the 

Sustainability Guild, and the Business Guild. 

Plan After K- National Account Manager, Coyote Logisti cs (Chicago, Ill inois) 

SIP - American Healthcare: ACriti que of the Ineffi ciencies Found in our Current System. 

Favorite Class - Corporate Sustainability. " It was a beautiful blend of theory and practice about a subject I 

am very passionate about. It highlighted the practi ca lity I was hoping to receive from my education. 

Co-curricular Activities- Service-learning projects. "I have tutored at a few schools in Kalamazoo and am 

currently a Civic Engagement Scholar running a program at Hillside Middle School that helps students 

develop criti ca l thinking skills." 

Plan After K- "I have a position at Hantz Group in Ann Arbor and wi ll begin work in the fall. " 

Patrick Miller 

SIP - The Franchise Business Model and the Factors Contributing to its Success. "I contrast the franchise 

business model with traditional independent U.S. businesses and examine in depth why the former is 

becoming increasingly prevalent, finishing with a case study of Jimmy John's, where I worked for two 

summers." 

Favorite Class - Corporate Finance. "It was very challenging, and equall y rewarding ." 

Co-curricular Activities - Ultimate Frisbee (current ly the team's co-captain): Intramural basketball ("with 

Cameron and David"). 

Plan Afte r K - Attend graduate school to ea rn a Master in Health Administration degree . 

Joe Prepolec 

SIP - '' I designed a mobile phone application for the America n Supplier Institute which helps teach time 

management techniques and responsibility to student Smart Phone users. " 

Favorite Class - Macroeconomics. " It was the first time I felt I was starting to think like an economist." 

Co-curricular Activities - Varsity basketball ; Ultimate Frisbee: Member of the Athletic Leadership Council 

and the Investment Club. 

Plan After K - Secure a job in finance before attending graduate school. 
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K-PLAN MATTERS 

by Tom Brown '67 

In the early 1960s, Tom Brown chose to attend Kalamazoo 

College. The K-Pian had little to do with his choice and 

everything to do with what happened afterwards. The K-Pian is 

one of the College's most innovative iterations of doing more in 

four years. Brown describes the more-in-a-lifetime that ensues. 

Brown, by the way, is connected to another innovative iteration 

of more in four-Allan Hoben's "Fellowship in Learning." 

Hoben, the College's president from 1922 to 1935, is Brown's 

grandfather. 

I attended a small high school and liked the size so I decided to 

restrict my co llege choices to two small mid-western schools: 

Kalamazoo College and Lawrence University in my home state of 

Wisconsin. Both schools were well accredited, and I had a good 

familiarity with both institutions through family and a close friend. 

Because I was timid about leaving home and felt that I should 

"make a clean break," I made my choice based on distance from 

home and not on the much heralded K-Pian . I am most grateful 

that I selected K because that choice made a huge positive 

influence on me and my family. 

I recall well the drive to Kalamazoo in September 1963 with my 

parents and my gear. I was nervous and apprehensive and 

could easily have been persuaded to rethink my future. My 

roommate, John Goff, and I arrived within a couple hours of each 

other, and we bonded immediately. John and I stayed together 

all four years except for foreign study. We both majored in economics and are still good friends . 

.AJthough I enrolled thinking that I was on a track to become an engineer, I stubbed my toe as a freshman on 

linear algebra and. simultaneously, found a liking for economics. I also decided that banking might be a good 

professional match, and John convinced me to seek a job in New York City for my career service quarter. I 

was fortunate to obtain a bank teller job with Marine Midland Trust Company. In late March 1964. John and I 

met at the Greyhound bus station in Chicago and headed east for our first true independent venture. With 

minor guidance from the College, teamwork, and some good luck we found a one-bedroom apartment (which 

accommodated four of us K students) on West 45th Street near Times Square. It was our home for eleven 

weeks. and at $11.81 per person per week, it served us well. I rode the subway from Times Square to lower 

Manhattan and was initially assigned to the Coal & Iron office. which was Marine Midland's oldest branch. 

This office was later razed to make way for the World Trade Center. Therefore , my financial career, which 

spanned five decades, began in the heart of New York's financial district. Those 11 weeks, which included 

sightseeing throughout Manhattan. three Broadway plays, the World's Fair and four trips to Washington. D.C., 

provided unforgettable experiences that confirmed my goal of becoming a banker. 

For the K-Pian 's foreign study I chose to go to Erlangen, Germany. Frau Leonhardt was our program 

director. She and Herr Behrens took our 24-member group under wing and provided us with excellent 

teaching in language and history and placed us with wonderful families. The first week with my family (the 

Buchners) I learned to waltz. and I attended a festive ball in Nuremberg with Mutti , Papa and Uschi. my 

German sister. This close relationship has continued. Thirty-seven years later, in 2002, my wife and I visited 

the Buchner famil y, and in 2010, I spoke with Mutti every other week before she died peacefully at home. 

Papa was a chemical engineer and manager of a small Siemens manufacturing subsidiary. During World War 

II he had been conscripted into the German army. This experience and his passion for history led to some 

interesting and sensitive conversations. especially regarding the family's knowledge, or lack thereof, of the 

concentration camps. I learned much about human nature from the Buchners and love them all dearly. This 

international exposure has impacted our famil y deeply: our older daughter attended K and enjoyed a strong 

host family relationship in Strasbourg , France. and our younger daughter spent three years with the Peace 

Corps in Africa. My wife and I often have traveled internationally, including two weeks in Namibia and three 

weeks in China. 

The final major step in my K-Pian was my Senior Individualized Project. I met members of the Chicago 

Federal Reserve Bank who were working on a new efficiency study called "Bank Functional Cost Analysis." 

built my thesis around this study and as a result of that work formed good relationships at the Fed. My 

interest in commercial banking increased . 

"Choosing K 

made a huge 

positive 

impact on me 

and my 

family." 

I enjoyed exploring in depth my major of economics. I liked the logic of this 

''dismal science" and the insight it has provided me to better understand how 

capitalism should work and how economic principles can be applied to real world 

situations. I started my banking career in 1972 when I joined the management 

training program at First Wisconsin National Bank. now U.S. Bank. My last job 

before retirement was helping financial representatives of Northwestern Mutual 

Life Insurance Company develop and expand relationships. Throughout my 

career I drew on basic economic concepts every day. I am particularly indebted 

to Professor Philip Thomas, who was chair of the economics department during 

my years as a K student. 

K was all about strong relationships with professors, fellow students, and host families , and those 

relationships have been key factors in my happiness. And there was another very special event. enabled by 

the College. which ranks highest in terms of lifelong happiness. Not long after my return from Germany in the 

spring of 1966, a group of freshmen students had obtained time on the new IBM mainframe computer recently 

purchased by the College. They wrote a simple program to match couples for a blind-date dance at Nazareth 

College. I completed a questionnaire and was provided a computer punch card with the number 162. That 

number corresponded to Joanne Hrabonz, with whom I fell in love very quickly. We were engaged a year 

later and married on June 28. 1968. Kalamazoo College was. indeed. the matchmaker. Forty-three years 

later we have three children. one of whom is a K graduate. and four grandchildren. My education at K 

provided the building blocks for a wonderful professional. intellectual , and family life. Thank you, Kalamazoo 

College ! 

Photo 1 -Tom Brown '67 (right) and his wife Joanne (left) flank Tom's foreign study host family parents

Doris Buchner (Mutti) and Erich Buchner (Papa) -during a 2002 reunion visit. 

Photo 2 -The Brown-K connection stretches three generations. with the possibility of a fourth. Pictured are 

(1-r): Tom Brown. Class of 1967: his grandson Emerson Condon, potentiall y the Class of 2033: and Michelle 

(Brown) Condon, Class of 1997. Not pictured is Tom's mother. Elizabeth (Hoben) Brown , Class of 1933. 
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BINDING TIE 

by Chris Killian 

Last summer Ethan Segal '90 traveled to Japan, just a few months after a massive, 

earthquake-induced tsunami (on March 11 , 2011) and subsequent reactor meltdowns at the 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant devastated the northeast region of the island nation. 

Segal , a professional historian of Japan, has been visiting the country for more than twenty 

years, since his study abroad days as a student at Kalamazoo College. But this journey was 

different. 

Segal and his wife Miho traveled north to Morioka, the capital of lwate , one of the three 

prefectures devastated by the tsunami. After speaking with government officials, they 

journeyed to the coast. Trains were not yet operational, so they hired a car to take them to 

the stricken area. Still several miles before reaching their destination. they saw lines of dead 

trees killed off by the massive wall of saltwater that had rushed up a river on the heels of the 

magnitude 9.0 quake. 

What Segal saw next will be etched into his memory forever. 

Not a single building stood in the Pacific coast city of Rikuzen 

Takata, only the steel skeletons of a few high-rises. Piles of 

rubble and random debris were scattered about. next to a 

graveyard of vehicles, the battered cars stacked one atop 

another. 

"It took my breath away. I was in shock." said Segal. an 

associate professor of history at Michigan State University. 

"Nothing had prepared me for that: not the news reports, not 

friends' descriptions, not even watching video footage on the 

computer or television. Nothing." 

Difficult as it was. he set aside the shock and got to work. 

interviewing residents and public officials who were affected by 

the catastrophe, which claimed the lives of 20,000 people. k5 a 

researcher and a man with long-standing connections to Japan 

and that region , he tried to make sense of what happened on 

that fateful day in March 2011. And after two more trips to Japan 

since, he's still trying , and continues to have more questions 

than answers. 

Segal spent his junior year (1989) at Waseda University and 

conducted research for his Senior Individualized Project at 

Osaka University. He later earned a Ph.D. in East Asian History 

at Stanford University and returned to Japan as a Fulbright 

Scholar at the University of Tokyo. His first major research 

project became his book Coins. Trade. and the State: Economic 

Growth in Early Medieval Japan and was published last year by 

Harvard University Press. Through his extensive travels, Segal 

fell in love with the country, which is why he cares so deeply for 

its recovery. 

'Tm still in contact with people I first met there." he said from his 

temporary home in Boston. "My time at K and the connections I 

made through my study abroad experience in Japan had a huge 

impact on me. I hope I helped make bridges across the Pacific." 

That bridge has taken on new meaning now, Segal said. How 

will Japan build a bridge to not only a full recovery, but also to a 

new energy future. especially in the wake of the meltdowns at several of the plant's reactor units, the worst 

nuclear disaster since Chernobyl in 1986? 

Additional questions abound, too: Should neighboring communities that were wiped-out in the tsunami 

consolidate into larger municipalities? And how can Japan, its population now wary of nuclear power, move to 

sustainable, green energy technologies, even though it had been relying on nuclear plants for 30 percent of 

its electricity until March 2011? 

The triple punch of the quake , tsunami , and nuclear disaster grabbed the world's attention for weeks last 

spring. But, in Segal's opinion. the long-term story was overshadowed by the financial crisis in Europe, the 

debt-ceiling debate in the United States, and the Arab Spring uprisings. Japan. and its recovery, seemed to 

fade. 

But as much as Segal wasn't there for the worst of the crises- ''I didn't pull any bodies from the rubble," he 

said- he hopes to help by providing accurate information and calling attention to the ongoing struggles to 

rebuild. 

In late March , just days after the disasters, he organized a community forum at MSU to help people 

understand what had happened and the challenges that lay ahead . .Along with Segal, MSU experts on 

seismology and radiation and a representative from the Japanese Consulate in Detroit were brought in to 

speak. The room, Segal said. was packed. 

The Japanese people have a long history of dealing with earthquakes and tsunami , explained Segal. They 

are resilient and are well versed in rebuilding after horrific events, such as in the aftermath of World War II. 

But in an increasingly global community, the world needs to be aware of what's happening in Japan. 

Information. he said , prompts action. He hopes to keep a light-however small-shining on Japan. 

"What I'm doing is very small," he said. "I've only made a few short visits there , but I hope I can draw more 

attention to what's going on and inspire people to help." 

In addition to Rikuzen Takata, Segal visited communities in Fukushima and Miyagi Prefectures this spring, 

where he spoke with residents and evacuees about the disasters and the clean up. He expects to return to 

Japan sometime soon to follow up on recovery efforts and then report his findings-through speaking. writing 

and other means-when he gets home. 

"The best thing I can do is to help promote awareness and keep attention focused on the efforts of the 

Japanese to get their country back on its feet ," he said. "But they need the 

"I hope I can 

inspire people 

to help." 

world's help. " 

Very Lucky 

Robin (Alexander) Sakamoto '85 said she and her family "were very lucky" 

when a 2011 earthquake set off a cascade of tragedy across northern Japan, 

particularly in lwate Prefecture where she had been living for many years. Robin was on a train with her 

parents who were visiting from the United States when the earthquake hit. They were heading to Morioka in 

lwate to attend her son's graduation from junior high school. 

Robin was the subject of a 2007 LuxEsto article in which she told about the trials and triumphs of moving to 

Japan to teach English straight after her K graduation ... and never leaving, except to spend one year in 

Minneapolis earning her Ph.D. in Comparative and International Development Education. Today, she is a full 

professor in the Faculty of Foreign Studies of Kyorin University in Tokyo and "enjoying it immensely." (See 

photo of Robin and her students.) 

" It took us about 15 hours to get back to my Tokyo apartment. but there we were reunited with my older 

daughter," she said. Her younger daughter spent the night at her high school in Tokyo until trains were 

running. 

''I never made it to my son's graduation, but he flew out on a special flight from lwate to Tokyo and started 

high school here. So I am in Tokyo with all three of my children and my husband remains in lwate caring for 

his father." 

"My daughters are following in their mother's footsteps ," said Robin. who studied abroad in Bonn. Germany, 

as part of her K-Pian. "My eldest is coming back soon from her junior year abroad in Toulouse, France. She 

was even able to spend an evening with my K host family in Bonn last December and stayed in the same 

room I did so many years ago. She'll arrive home to Tokyo just in time for her sister to leave for her study 

abroad in Madagascar!" 

Robin said she would enjoy hearing from classmates and other friends at rsakamoto@ks.kyori n-u.ac.jp. If 

your Japanese is good, you can read her Kyorin webpage: http://www.kyorin-u. ac.jp/univ/faculty/foreign 

/stude nt/teacher/d eta il 2. ph p ?id =for20022. 

Photo 1 - Ethan Segal '90. 

Photo 2- The remains of a middle school in Rikuzen Takata , July 2011. (photo by Ethan Segal) 

Photo 3- Damaged cars in lshinomaki City (Miyagi Prefecture), March 2012. (photo by Ethan Segal) 

Photo 4- Professor Robin Sakamoto '85 and her students. 
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SPREADING SUSTAINABILITY 

by Rachel Leider '15 

The day I met Kalamazoo College Recycling Coordinator Rob Townsend 

was business as usual - garbage delivery to some grateful pigs. I felt lucky 

to observe! I caught up with Townsend behind Hicks Student Center one 

morning. He was loading five large garbage bins full of food waste from 

the K cafeteria onto the back of a pickup truck in preparation for the day's 

compost trip. 

After the bins were loaded , we headed about 10 miles and 20 minutes 

southeast of campus to Lake Vi llage Homestead Farm Cooperative. The 

co-op makes good use of food waste generated in the Hicks cafeteria -

waste that previously went straight down the garbage disposal or to an 

area landfill. 

In spring of 2010. Facilities Management began a trial run program diverting cafeteria food waste into one of 

two uses: food for the pigs at Lake Village Farm or fodder for compost and , eventually, fertilizer. The purpose: 

create a more sustainable campus and community. 

''The opportunity to work with Lake Village came up and we reall y wanted to see what it would take [to run the 

program]," said Associate Vice President of Facilities Management , Paul Manstrom. M. the end of a trial run. 

FacMan and Lake Village Farm were happy with the new partnership and made plans to continue the 

program. Before the compost program started , "the food waste audits from the cafeteria indicated College 

operations yielded a ton of post-consumer compostable food waste," said Manstrom. 

In 2011 the total of pre-consumer (kitchen prep) waste and post-consumer waste (kitchen left-over) crept 

closer to two tons. Data collected spring term last year indicated that the cafeteria produced an average of 

3,414 pounds of compostable food waste a week, most of which went to the landfill. 

"We were struggling with waste minimization, "said Townsend , which complements recycling to make a 

topnotch sustainability equation. "We have made big improvement in waste minimization because of the Lake 

Village program," Townsend added. He also cited a recently developed Windrows Program, which converts 

yard waste generated by the grounds crew into so il amendment at the Lillian Anderson Arboretum. According 

to Townsend, the soil amendment can be used for various gardening and grounds purposes back on campus. 

The Arboretum's farm house will also host a community garden that models various types of composting 

procedures. 

All cafeteria waste-excluding bones, plastic, and paper- makes its way into bins which students and 

Sodexho kitchen cooks fill quickly. Each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday when classes are in session 

Townsend or another staff member trucks the food waste to Lake Village. 

When Townsend and I arrived at the farm, we headed for the pig pen. Hungry and quick studies, the pigs 

trailed behind the truck as Townsend drove to a clear spot in the pen to drop the apple cores, half-eaten 

waffles, and other porcine delicacies. Townsend distributed; the pigs indulged. 

Business as 

usual meant 

some very 

grateful pigs. 

Manstrom. 

And everyone was content. The College minimizes its food waste: Lake Village 

Homestead Farm gains livestock food and compostable material. and the pigs 

get full. 

The composting program has also made for a more efficient kitchen. ''The 

garbage disposal is breaking down less and we have less drain problems," said 

Now that cafeteria food waste reduction is well underway, FacMan is beginning a new food waste reduction 

project aimed at the eight Living Learning Houses on campus, each one accommodating seven to eight 

students who normall y cook their own meals. 

··w e are trying to get vermicomposting bins for all the Living Learning Houses," said Townsend. 

Vermicomposting uses worms to consume the food waste, rather than pigs. It is low maintenance, can be 

done on a smaller scale, and is easier to execute on campus. The bins have been so popular that Townsend 

plans to create a large composting pit in the Grove itself that will be accessible to all departmental units (for 

their coffee grounds and food waste) as well as the Living Learning Houses. 

"Together. these programs will make a signifi cant impact on the College minimizing its waste, " said 

Townsend. 

Photo- Pigs at the Lake Village Homestead Farm Cooperative pictured with their favorite K employee, Rob 

Townsend. (Photo by Rachel Leider) 
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GREAT LEAPER 

by Paul Morgan 

For Kalamazoo College men's basketball team member Joe Prepolec, his 

improvement from the first day he stepped on the court through his just completed 

senior season has been remarkable. 

What he has accomplished in four years in the classroom is even better. 

The 6-foot-6 center had only played two years of basketball at Bloomfield Hills 

Andover after being on the forensics team his freshman and sophomore years. He 

blossomed into one of the top players in the MIAA, earning all-league honors his 

final three seasons. His senior year, Prepolec was seventh in the league in scoring 

(14.5). third in rebounding (7.5), and third in blocked shots per game (1.54). 

He finished his K career as the Hornets' eighth all-time leading scorer with 1.305 

points. 

He will also graduate with a 3.6 grade-point average, majoring in economics with a 

minor in math. That's not bad for a student-athlete who came to college on 

conditional admission. 

"I was nowhere near the student I am now." he said. ",Academics weren't the most 

important thing for me in high school, but it has become that at K and it was an easy 

transition to make. 

··Everyone is pushing themselves to get the most out of their academic experience, it's easy to push yourself 

to that next threshold." 

For Prepolec, the next threshold involves an internship before going onto a university for a master's program. 

He has an opportunity with Merrill Lynch or he could go with Quicken Loans in mortgage finance, "but I would 

really like to get to Chicago. and I'm still pursuing things there ," he said. "I absolutely want to pursue a 

master's program, but most of the better programs want work experience. " 

And besides, he wants to put off the adult-stuff for another summer if he can. 

''I managed at the tennis tournament (USTA Boys 18-16 National Championships at Stowe Stadium) in my 

sophomore year. and I decided to stick with that this summer and hopefully push my job opportunities until 

after the summer." Prepolec said." I can be a grownup later' ' 

He admits he has grown a lot in the past four years. Besides pushing himself on campus, he spent his study 

abroad time in Strasbourg , France. 

''It was an unbelievable experience, just immersing yourself in the culture,'' Prepolec said. 

"I came into 

the first day 

with notebook 

and pen in 

hand." 

Studying on the long bus rides returning from games in Alma or .Adrian or 

wherever wi ll jolt a student-athlete back to reality. 

" I didn't make a lot of fri ends when the two guys sitting next to me wanted to 

sleep while I wanted the light on to study ... Prepolec said with a chuckle. "We put 

a 15-week course into 10 weeks so the need for strong time management ski ll s is 

crucia l. " 

He started learning those skills the summer before he entered K when he moved 

to Kalamazoo and roomed with four seniors. 

"With that experi ence, I was well prepared because there wasn't a day that went by they didn't try to sca re 

me. to make sure I was ready,'' Prepolec said. " I ca me into the first day with notebook and pen in hand , ready 

for the worst. " 

''You quickly notice, though, what it takes to make a successful Kalamazoo College student ." 

And it just got better and better for Prepolec. who pushed himself and accomplished even more than he 

thought he could in four years. That work ethic and the great gains he made learning how to learn he expects 

will open doors for him for the next 40 years or more. 

Photo- Joe Prepolec scores over the Calvin College defense. 


